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Low-energy neutrinoless lepton flavor-violating ~LFV! processes are studied in an extension of the standard
model ~SM! by heavy SU(2)3U(1) singlet Dirac neutrinos. An upper-bound procedure is elaborated for the
evaluation of amplitudes. A comment on the extraction of heavy-neutrino mixings from astrophysical obser-
vations is given. For processes not treated in the model applied, the formalism for evaluating the branching
ratios ~BR’s! is presented. The processes previously studied in the model are examined and some results are
improved. The structure of the amplitudes and BR’s as well as the relations between BR’s of different LFV
processes are examined. The decoupling of heavy neutrinos is discussed and it is explicitly shown that very
heavy neutrinos decouple when the upper-bound procedure is applied. The LFV decays are shown to be
unsuitable for finding upper bounds on ‘‘diagonal’’ LFV parameters. Comparing the theoretical BR’s with
curent experimental upper bounds, a few processes interesting for the search for LFV are proposed. Particu-
larly, B-meson LFV processes are suggested for the search of LFV in future B factories.
PACS number~s!: 11.30.Fs, 13.20.2v, 13.30.Ce, 14.60.StI. INTRODUCTION
When instanton effects @1# are neglected, the lepton flavor
and lepton number are both conserved in the standard model
~SM!. Recently found atmospheric neutrino oscillations @2#
indicate that neutrino masses are nondegenerate and the lep-
ton flavor is not conserved. An independent confirmation of
the deviation from the SM is expected to manifest itself as
nonconservation of lepton flavor ~LFV!, nonconservation of
lepton number ~LNV!, as a breaking of lepton universality,
in CP-violating processes which are not consistent with SM,
etc. The problem of LFV and LNV is related to the physics
beyond SM and affects various areas of physics @3#: atomic
physics ~e.g., muonium-antimuonium conversion!, nuclear
physics (m→e conversion, double-beta decay!, low-energy
hadron physics ~leptonic and semileptonic decays of mesons
and leptons!, the problem of CP violation, etc.
LFV has been found in various extensions of the SM
@3–6#. Here, LFV is studied within one of the two extensions
of the SM by heavy neutrinos with large heavy-neutrino–
light-neutrino mixings @7,8#, obtained by adding heavy Dirac
neutrinos to it. It is referred to here as the V model @8#.
Because of the Dirac character of the heavy neutrinos, there
are no LNV processes in this model. The other model @7#,
obtained by extending the SM with additional heavy Majo-
rana neutrinos, has some renormalization problems and light-
neutrino mass problems @9#. In addition to the additional
heavy Dirac neutrinos, the V model contains three massless
neutrinos. It should be noted that in this work the V model is
used phenomenologically. Any model with the same gauge
properties and about equally large heavy-neutrino masses
would give the same results, regardless of whether the light
neutrinos are massless or have masses which agree with the
present experimental data.
The extensions of the SM by heavy neutrinos contain a
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa-type matrix for leptons
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known. Experimental and theoretical constraints exist only
for some specific sums of the matrix elements of the heavy
neutrino part of the matrix. Therefore, the LFV amplitudes
cannot be evaluated exactly, but only the upper bounds on
their values may be found @10#. The evaluation is especially
complicated when the amplitudes contain expressions with
more than two LCKM matrix elements. In this paper a
method for improved evaluation of the upper bounds of am-
plitudes found in the previous publication @10# is presented.
The method gives upper bounds for all values of the model
parameters, but, in some directions of the parameter space, it
is not very restrictive. It is explicitly shown that the upper-
bound procedure leads to the decoupling of the heavy neu-
trinos in the infinite-mass limit, showing that the ‘‘nondecou-
pling’’ of heavy neutrinos @11,12# is only a transient effect,
appearing with an enlargement of the heavy-neutrino mass. It
should be noted that this ‘‘proof’’ of generalization of the
Appelquist-Carrazone theorem is based only on the require-
ment that the physical system can be described pertubatively,
and is independent of the introduction of somewhat undeter-
mined maximal SU(2)L-doublet mass term as in Ref. @12#.
To give the feeling of how large an error can be introduced
using the upper-bound procedure elaborated here, a few
branching ratios obtained by the upper-bound procedure are
compared with BR’s obtained using ‘‘realistic’’ LCKM ma-
trices.
The LFV processes are not very usefull for deriving upper
bounds on the matrix elements of LCKM matrix. The ampli-
tudes for these processes are proportional to the sums of
products of the LCKM matrix elements and functions of
heavy-neutrino masses. Using the freedom to choose un-
known phases of the LCKM matrix and heavy-neutrino
masses, these sums can always be set to be equal to zero,
even if the absolute values of nondiagonal elements of the
LCKM matrix are different than zero. The present limits on
the LCKM matrix elements are derived from the measure-
ments of lepton-flavor-conserving processes @13#, more pre-
cisely, from the estimates of deviations of the corresponding©2000 The American Physical Society10-1
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sponds to a specific lepton l) of the LCKM matrix, these data
give a limit on the sum of squares of absolute values of the
matrix elements corresponding to the heavy neutrinos (sL
n l)2.
Knowing the upper bounds on (sL
n l)2’s one may derive the
upper bound for BR of any LFV process. One of the aims of
this paper is to derive the upper bounds of BR’s for all low-
energy LFV processes in the V model. The processes having
comparable theoretical and experimental upper bounds of the
BR, or a theoretical upper bound larger than the experimen-
tal one, are interesting for further experimental investigation.
Neutrino oscillations of two massless neutrinos in super-
novae have been shown to give a very strong upper bound of
two of the LCKM matrix elements in the part of the matrix
corresponding to the massless neutrinos @14#. Here, the
analysis has been repeated for three neutrinos, hoping that
the upper bounds for other ‘‘massless-neutrino’’ LCKM ma-
trix elements may be derived. The knowledge of nondiagonal
‘‘massless-neutrino’’ LCKM matrix elements may, in prin-
ciple, lead to better upper bounds on some combinations of
‘‘heavy-neutrino’’ LCKM matrix elements than those ob-
tained from the terrestrial experiments. Unfortunately, the
analysis made here shows that the three-neutrino oscillations
do not give new constraints on any combination of ‘‘heavy
neutrino’’ LCKM matrix elements. It only shows that the
mixing between massless ‘‘mu’’ and ‘‘tau’’ neutrinos is
smaller than the value obtained from the analysis of Super-
Kamiokande data @2#, in which ‘‘mu’’ and ‘‘tau’’ neutrinos
were assumed to have small masses.
Until now, many of the low-energy neutrinoless LFV pro-
cesses have been investigated. Some of them have been ex-
amined only within a few models, for instance, LFV decays
of heavy mesons. The neutrinoless LFV decays of B mesons
have been studied in the frame of SM with an additional
Higgs doublet @15#, while the neutrinoless LFV decays of D
mesons have been studied in the frame of leptoquark models
@16# and a flipped left-right symmetric model @17#. Here,
they are analyzed in the V model. Among the low-energy
LFV processes that have not been studied in the frame of the
V model are also the muonium-antimuonium (M↔M¯ ) con-
version and neutrinoless LFV-violating decays of the Z bo-
son. The results are given here. Some of the neutrinoless
LFV processes have been analyzed in the V model, but the
analysis is incomplete @18# or there are some errors in the
expressions for amplitudes or decay rates @10–12#. Here,
only the corrections to the previous results are given.
On the quark and lepton level there are only a few Feyn-
man diagrams ~composite-loop functions! that contribute to
any neutrinoless LFV decay amplitude. If two neutrinoless
LFV processes contain only one common composite-loop
function, the ratio of corresponding BR’s is independent of
the V-model parameters. Therefore, roughly speaking, know-
ing one BR, the BR’s of processes comprising the same basic
Feynman diagram may be evaluated without the knowledge
of parameters of the V model. If LFV decay amplitudes con-
tain different loop functions, or more loop functions, the ra-
tio of the BR’s depends on V-model parameters. Neverthe-
less, the mass dependence of the ratio of the BR’s simplifies03601in the limit of large heavy-neutrino masses. Most of the am-
plitudes become dependent essentially only on one of the
composite-loop functions. In that limit, the ratios of the BR’s
having the same dominant composite-loop function become
independent of the V-model parameters. Experimentally, for
most neutrinoless LFV processes, only the large heavy-
neutrino-mass limit is interesting, because, with few excep-
tions, only in that limit do BR’s assume the values compa-
rable with the present-day experimental limits. A
comparitive analysis of the amplitudes and BR’s of all neu-
trinoless LFV processes is presented.
In Sec. II some properties of the V model, relevant for
further discussion, are given. A discussion on the limits of
the model parameters is given in Sec. III. The amplitudes for
the neutrinoless LFV processes not studied in the V model,
and some improvements and corrections of the previous re-
sults are presented in Sec. IV. The amplitudes and BR’s of
LFV processes are studied in Sec. V. The numerical results
and comparison with experimental limits are also given in
Sec. V. The conclusions are summarized in Sec. VI. Appen-
dix comprises the form factors and phase functions relevant
for heavy-baryon LFV decays.
II. COMMENTS ON THE MODEL
Here, a model with additional SUL(2)3U(1) singlet
Dirac neutrinos, which have large mixings with the SM lep-
tons, is used in the calculations. The masses of the singlet
neutrinos are not restricted by the SUL(2)3U(1)-breaking
scale. The large mixings and the large masses are the neces-
sary conditions for obtaining observable LFV decay rates.
In the V model considered here @8,19–22#, the total lepton
number ~L! is conserved. For each of nG SM neutrinos one
left-handed and one right-handed singlet neutrino is added.
The structure of the mass matrix permits a modification of
the V model obtained by adding arbitrary number of pairs
(nR) of left-handed and right-handed neutrinos (VnR mod-
els!. Lepton-number conservation gives a structure to the
mass matrix which automatically leads to three massless
neutrinos at any order of the perturbation theory @19#.
Since the new neutrinos are SU(2)L3U(1) singlets, the
structure of the lepton interaction vertices in the weak basis
is the same as in the SM @19#. However, in a transition to the
mass basis, nondegeneracy of the neutrinos leads to the
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa ~CKM! type matrix (Bln) in
the charged current ~CC! nlW vertices. As only a part of the
mass-basis neutrinos interact with the Z boson, neutral cur-
rent ~NC! nnZ vertices (n is neutrino field in the mass basis!
are also not flavor diagonal, and contain matrix elements of
the nondiagonal matrix (Cnn). The NC llZ vertices and the
quark vertices are the same as in SM.
The C matrix from the neutrino NC vertex may be ex-
pressed in terms of B matrices from the CC lepton vertex.
Therefore, beside the SM parameters, the model depends
only on the B matrix ~or more precisely on the parameters
defining the B matrix! and on heavy-neutrino masses. The
matrices B and C satisfy a set of relations stemming from the
gauge structure ~see, e.g., Ref. @11#!:0-2
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k51
nG1nR
Bl1kBl2k* 5d l1l2, (k51
nG1nR
CikC jk* 5Ci j ,
(
k51
nG1nR
BlkCki5Bli , (
l51
nG
Bli*Bl j5Ci j . ~1!
From the orthogonality relations for Bln matrix elements,
phase arbitrariness of leptons and SU(nR) invariance of
massless neutrinos lead to nGnR independent angles and
(nG21)(nR21) independent phases of the B matrix @23,24#.
Experimentally, only nG parameters sL
n l may be estimated.
Therefore, the B matrix elements are undetermined even for
the simplest case with two additional heavy neutrinos, nR
52. Since the B matrix elements are unknown, the ampli-
tudes of LFV processes cannot be evaluated exactly, but only
upper bounds of the amplitudes may be found. One should
mention that there exists a model with additional heavy Ma-
jorana neutrinos for which amplitudes of LFV processes can
be evaluated exactly, in the case of nR52 @7#. Unfortunately,
as mentioned before, it is excluded because of some renor-
malization and light-neutrino-mass problems.
The degeneracy of massless neutrinos allows one to write
the B matrix in the following form @6,19,25#:
Blnk5@~UDA! ln i,~UG ! lNI# , k5~ i ,I !, ~2!
where U is a unitary matrix, DA is a diagonal matrix, and G
is a matrix satisfying DA
2 1GG†51. Indices i and I denote
massless (n) and massive ~N! neutrinos, respectively. From
the structure of the B matrix, it follows that the massless-
neutrino CC in principle is not diagonal, leading to LFV
@19,25,26# and nonortogonal effective weak-neutrino states
@26#, although neutrinos are massless. On the other hand, the
massless-neutrino NC, which contains the C matrix ele-
ments, is diagonal @19#. Since there are no tree-level flavor-
violating neutral currents ~FCNCs! in the massless-neutrino
sector, the universality of massless-neutrino couplings is not
satisfied, because, in general, the elements of the diagonal
matrix DA are not equal. The nonuniversality of these cou-
plings may have some astrophysical implications.
As mentioned in the Introduction, the B matrices are used
to define the parameters sL
n l
, which are a measure of the
deviation from SM, in the following way @12,27–30#:
~sL
n l!25(
i51
nR
BlNiBlNi* . ~3!
Because the definition of (sL
n l)2 contains BlN matrix elements
of the same lepton flavor, the term ‘‘diagonal’’ mixing~s!
will be used sometimes in the text below.
III. LIMITS ON THE MODEL PARAMETERS AND
METHODS OF EVALUATION OF AMPLITUDES
A. Experimental limits
The parameters (sL
n l)2 have been determined from the glo-
bal analysis of the low-energy tree level processes @13,27–0360130#. In these processes, heavy neutrinos may manifest them-
selves only indirectly, through a change of the light-
~massless-! neutrino couplings. These couplings attain addi-
tional cL
n l factors, where (cL
n l)2[12(sL
n l)25( i51
nG Bln iBln i* .
The changes of the couplings could show up as a nonuniver-
sality of CC couplings, as a deviation from unitarity of the
CKM matrix, as a change of the invisible width of the Z
boson, etc. @13,28#. The best limits on the mixings sL
n l
,
~sL
ne!2,0.0071, ~sL
nm!2,0.0014, ~sL
nt!2,0.033~0.01!,
~4!
were found in Ref. @13#. The value in the brackets is valid for
SU(2)L3U(1) singlet heavy neutrinos.
More stringent limits on the BlN matrix elements have
been searched for investigating the loop effects in the lepton-
conserving and lepton-violating processes. Direct limits on
the parameters sL
n l are not possible as the expressions derived
from the loop amplitudes, which are constrained by experi-
mental data, depend not only on the sL
n l parameters but also
on the BlN phases and masses of heavy neutrinos. Lepton-
conserving processes, including heavy neutrinos in loops,
have been studied by Kalyniak and Melo @31,32#. They stud-
ied the loop effects of heavy Dirac neutrinos on muon decay,
universality-breaking ratio in Z→l l¯ decays and Dr quantity.
They found no new constraints on the sL
n l parameters. The
flavor-nondiagonal ~LFV! processes without light neutrinos
in the final state, have been studied extensively both theoreti-
cally @3,4,11,19,20,23,33,35# and experimentally @3,34–37#.
The advantage of these processes is that their observation
would be a clear and unambiguous signal for LFV. These
processes proceed only through loops. Using the indepen-
dence of the loop functions on the light-neutrino masses and
the orthogonality of rows of B matrix, the amplitudes of
these processes may always be expressed in terms of heavy-
neutrino contributions only. Three of these processes, m
→eg , m→3e , and e-m conversion in Ti, gave new very
stringent constraints on specific combinations of heavy-
neutrino masses and matrix elements BeN and BmN @12#. Par-
ticularly, near independence of the m→eg amplitude on
heavy-neutrino masses enables one to find the following very
stringent mass-independent limit:
(
i51
nR
BmNi* BeNi,2.4310
24
. ~5!
No other constraints independent of heavy-neutrino masses
have been derived from the LFV processes. It should be
noted that the limit ~5! does not necessarily lead to new
limits on the sL
n l parameters. The sum in Eq. ~5! may be
written in terms of the parameters sL
nm and sL
ne and a complex
‘‘cosine’’ of the ‘‘angle’’ between vectors $BmNi% and
$BeNi%,
(
i51
nR
BmNi* BeNi5sL
nmsL
nexme
0
, ~6!0-3
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0 5( i51
nR BmNi* BeNi /sL
nmsL
ne
. Obviously, a reduction
of xme
0 may assure the fulfillment of the inequality ~5! with-
out reducing the sL
n l parameters. Within the V model the ex-
plicit estimates of BR’s for the processes including more
than two BlN matrices were given for the first time in Ref.
@10#.
B. A comment on astrophysical limits
The masslessness of ‘‘light’’ neutrinos in the V model
leads to limits on some Bln matrix elements which can be
derived from astrophysical observations. Valle and collabo-
rators have noticed that the measurements of neutrino flux
from the supernova SN87 leads to two very small lepton–
massless-neutrino mixings @14#,
uBentu,uBtneu,10
23
. ~7!
The result ~7! follows from an estimate of the ne-nt conver-
sion probability in the V model. To find whether similar up-
per bounds can be found for other massless-neutrino B ma-
trix elements, their calculation is repeated here for three
massless neutrinos. The motivation for such a calculation is
the following. Through the orthogonality relations for B ma-
trix elements ~1!, very stringent limits on the matrix elements
Bln would lead to better upper bounds on nondiagonal mix-
ings ( i51
nR BlNiBl8Ni
* than those obtained by terrestrial experi-
ments.
The Valle et al. derivation of the limits ~7! is based on an
analysis of neutrino oscillations of the two massless neutri-
nos for which the experimental upper bounds on sL
n l param-
eters are the weakest, sL
ne and sL
nt
. The oscillations of mass-
less neutrinos are a consequence of an interplay between the
charged current ~CC! and neutral current ~NC! neutrino weak
interactions @38#. They appear only if the universality of the
NC interactions is not satisfied and if the nondiagonal CC
currents are different from zero. Following the notation of
Refs. @14,38#, the deviation from the universality is described
by small parameters hl ~for small hl , hl’sL
n l). The
massless-neutrino part of the B matrix is parametrized by one
mixing angle u , which is assumed to be small. The resonance
condition is
2Y e5
ht
22he
2
11he
2 , ~8!
where Y e5ne /(ne1nn), Y n512Y e , and ne and nn are the
electron and the neutron number densities. As the experi-
mental limits on he and ht are much smaller than 1, the
resonance condition can be fulfilled only in a highly neutron-
ized medium, which can be found in supernovae explosions.
In Ref. @14# it was shown that the neutrino-sphere appears
for the electron fraction Y e’631023. The experimental up-
per bounds ~4! show that the resonance condition can be
fulfilled for Y e&0.015, quite close to the Y e value at the
neutrino-sphere. Assuming there is no nonforward scattering
of neutrinos @39#, the authors of Ref. @14# found the prob-03601ability for ne↔nt and n¯ e↔n¯ t conversions in a simple
Landau-Zener approximation @40,41#
P[P~n¯ e→n¯ t!
512P~n¯ e→n¯ e!
5
1
2 2F 12 2expS 2 p22 drLmresD Gcos 2u cos 2um
’12expS 2 p22 drLmresD [12PLZ , ~9!
where PLZ is the Landau-Zener crossing probability, Lm
res is
the neutrino oscillation length in matter at resonance, um
’p/2 is the mixing angle in matter at production point
~neutrino-sphere!, and dr52 sin 2uud ln Ye /drures
21
. The ap-
proximate equality in Eq. ~9! is a conseqence of the small
mixing angle (u) approximation. Using that result, the ex-
pression for the detected terrestrial flux @42#
fn¯ e5fn¯ e
0
~12P !1fn¯ t
0 P ~10!
(fn¯ e
0
and fn¯ t
0
are n¯ e and n¯ t fluxes in the absence of the
neutrino conversion, respectively!, the model-independent
result for the probability for n¯ e↔n¯ t conversion P,0.35
@42#, and the density profiles for Y e from the Wilson super-
nova model, Valle and his collaborators found the result
given in Eq. ~7!.
Following the procedure of Ref. @14#, a similar analysis
can be done for the three massless neutrinos. To analyze the
terrestrial flux data, one should know only the survival prob-
ability of the electron antineutrino P(n¯ e→n¯ e) @41,43#. Equa-
tion ~10! is still valid, but fn¯ t
0
represents the sum of n¯m and
n¯ t fluxes. In the three-neutrino case there are two reso-
nances: n¯ e↔n¯m resonance and n¯ e↔n¯ t resonance. According
to the limits ~4! and the Y e value at the neutrino sphere, the
n¯ e↔n¯m resonance is within the neutrino sphere. Therefore,
the effects of this resonance do not contribute to P(n¯ e
→n¯ e). Taking that into account ~or equivalently taking the
neutrino-sphere as a source of neutrinos! and using the ap-
proximative Kuo-Pantaleone treatment for three-neutrino os-
cillations @41# adjusted for physical situation studied here,
one obtains the following expression for P[12P(n¯ e→n¯ e):
P512~ uUe1u2PLZ1~12PLZ!uUe2u2!)
3~ uUe1u21uUe2u2!2uUe3u4
512PLZ cos4f cos 2v2cos4f sin2v2sin4v ~11!
~neutrino states 1, 2, and 3 are mainly ne , nt , and nm flavor
states, respectively; the angles v and f perform rotations
between 1 and 2 states and 2 and 3 states, respectively!. The
Landau-Zener crossing probability PLZ can be obtained from
the PLZ for two-neutrino oscillations, replacing sin 2u with0-4
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small-angle approximation, assumed in Ref. @14#, the prob-
ability P tends to zero only if PLZ is almost equal to 1. Using
the result of Ref. @42# mentioned above, P,0.35, the small-
angle approximation, and the analysis of Ref. @14#, one finds
the limits on mixing angles v and f
sin2 2v,131026, f2,0.27. ~12!
The first limit corresponds to the limit ~7! obtained in the
two-neutrino case. The second one is too weak to give limits
on the BlN matrix elements. Therefore, astrophysical mea-
surements give no new limits on the heavy-neutrino part of
the B matrix.
The second limit has to be compared with the nm-nt mix-
ing angle obtained from the favorite interpretation of recent
Super-Kamiokande results @2#, unmnt’p/4. Obviously, these
two results are in a slight contradiction.
C. Theoretical limits
If one wants to work in the perturbative regime of the
theory, an additional constraint on the BlN mixings comes
from the theoretical argument that the partial-wave unitarity
~perturbative unitarity! has to be satisfied. From the pertur-
bative unitarity follows that the decay width of any heavy
neutrino has to be smaller than a half of its mass. Written in
terms of heavy-neutrino masses and BlN’s, this condition
reads @10#
mNi
2 (j51
nG
uBl jNiu
2<
4
aW
M W
2 [mD
2
. ~13!
mD represents the upper value the Dirac mass may attain in
the neutrino-mass matrix. The perturbative unitarity-bound
~PUB! inequalities ~13! give an upper limit on a combination
of a heavy-neutrino mass mNi and the matrix elements BlNi.
Using Eq. ~3!, these relations may be combined into the limit
for the lightest heavy-neutrino mass
mN1
2 <~mN1
0 !2S 11(
i52
nR
r i
22D , ~14!
where (mN1
0 )254M W2 /@aW( j51
nG (sL
n j)2# and r i5mNi /mN1.
Concerning the calculation of BR’s, the bound is very effec-
tive if the heavy-neutrino masses are equal. If the heavy-
neutrino masses differ considerably, the bound is not very
restrictive. Namely, if one of the heavy-neutrino masses is
smaller than mN1
0 /nR
1/2
, the others may acquire infinite values
not followed by infinitely small values of the corresponding
BlNi mixings. That leads to divergent BR’s. Therefore, one
has to use the original inequality ~13! to restrict model pa-
rameters. One cannot obtain closed expressions, since the
model has too many free parameters, but one can write two
very rough bounds @10#03601uBlNiu<sL
n i
,
uBlNiu<
2M W
aW
1/2mNi
[BlNi
(0)
, ~15!
originating from Eqs. ~3! and ~13!, respectively, which have
to be satisfied simultaneously. If the heavy-neutrino masses
differ considerably, the bounds ~15! are better for finding
upper bounds of BR’s than the bound ~14!.
The ‘‘realistic’’ BlNi’s which automatically satisfy the
PUB’s ~15! and satisfy the relation ( iBlNiBlNi* <(sL
n l)2 may
be obtained by putting
BlNi5@~sL
n l!211~BlNi
(0)!21#21nR
21/2
. ~16!
This choice of BlNi’s is used below to give an estimate of
how large an error can be made in the evaluation of BR’s
using the rough upper-bound procedure presented above.
The BlNi defined in Eq. ~16! begins to differ considerably
from the value sL
n i for mNi*100M W(0.1/sL
n i). Therefore, for
mNi values smaller than 2000 GeV, the BlNi’s are determined
by experimental upper bounds ~4! and not by the theoretical
PUB limits BlNi
(0)
.
D. Upper-bound procedure for LFV amplitudes
Equations ~15! and ~16! are the basis for the evaluation of
the LFV amplitudes. The evaluation based on Eq. ~15! gives
the upper bounds on absolute values of the amplitudes @10#,
which have to be satisfied by any model with additional
heavy neutrinos. It uses the Schwartz’s inequality for the
product of two vectors. It always gives larger estimates for
an amplitude than the approach based on Eq. ~16!. In both
approaches the phases of the BlNi’s are neglected, but in a
different manner. In the first approach, the upper-bound
value of the amplitude is formed, while in the second the
BlNi’s are taken to be real and positive. Both approaches
explicitely show that the very heavy neutrinos are decoupled.
That is, they have no influence on the amplitudes of low-
energy LFV processes, in accord with the Appelquist-
Carazzone theorem and its generalization @44,45#.
Here, the improved version of the upper-bound procedure
introduced in Ref. @10# is given. The low-energy LFV am-
plitudes may be written in terms of
(
i51
nR
BlNi* Bl8Ni f ~Ni , . . . !,
(j51
nG
Vu jdaVu jda* f ~u j , . . . !,
and
(j51
nG
Vud j* Vud j f ~d j , . . . !, ~17!0-5
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sions comprising the loop functions. The dots represent the
indices not written explicitly. Namely, the amplitudes often
contain more than one sum over neutrino or quark flavors.
Using the inequalities that can be derived from Schwartz’s
inequality
U(
i
aibiciU<(
i
uaiuubiuuciu, ~18!
U(
i51
n
aibiciU<uauubu^c&1uauubuS (
i51
n
uci2^c&u2D 1/2, ~19!
(^c&5( i51n ci /n) and definition of sL
n l ~3!, one can write the
following upper limits for the expressions ~17!:
U(
i51
nR
BlNi* Bl8Ni f ~Ni , . . . !U<sLn lsLn l8S u^ f ~ !&Nu
1F(
i51
nR
~ f ~Ni , . . . !
2^ f ~ !&N!2G 1/2D , ~20!
U(j51
nR
Vu jdaVu jda* f ~u j , . . . !U<(j51
nR
uVu jdauuVu jdauu f ~u j , . . . !u,
U(j51
nR
Vud jVud j* f ~d j , . . . !U<(j51
nR
uVud juuVud juu f ~d j , . . . !u,
~21!
where ^&N represents the average over heavy neutrinos. The
inequality ~18! gives the best estimate for the upper limit if
the components ci differ considerably. The inequality ~19!
gives the better estimate of the upper bound if the compo-
nents ci are approximately equal. As the amplitudes
f (u j , . . . ) and f (d j , . . . ) depend strongly on quark masses,
Eq. ~21! give good estimates for the upper bounds. Equation
~20! is effective if the heavy-neutrino masses are nearly de-
generate, because most of the f (Ni , . . . ) functions depend
strongly on the heavy-neutrino masses. If one or more
heavy-neutrino masses differ considerably from the others,
then Eq. ~20! may even lead to a divergent result as the
heavy-neutrino mass~es! tend to infinity. To avoid such un-
desirable behavior, one has to use a combination of the upper
bounds ~18! and ~19! for each set of heavy-neutrino mass
values in the following manner. First, the heavy-neutrino
masses are arranged in increasing order. The arranged
masses are divided into two sets, one containing the smaller
masses and the other the larger ones. There are J11 such
partitions, where J is the number of different heavy-neutrino03601masses. Then J11 different upper bounds of the expression
( i51
nR BlNi* Bl8Ni f (Ni ,) are formed combining the upper
bounds ~18! and ~19!,
U(
i51
nR
BlNi* Bl8Ni f ~Ni , . . . !U
<sL
n lsL
n l8S u^ f ~ !&su1F(
is
~ f ~Nis, . . . !
2^ f ~ !&s!2G 1/2D 1(
ib
BlNib
0 Bl8Nib
0 u f ~Nib, . . . !u,
~22!
where ( is sums over the lighter heavy-neutrino masses, and
( ib over the heavier ones. Finally, the numerical values of
the J11 upper bounds ~22! are compared and the smallest of
them is taken to be the upper-bound value. For amplitudes
containing sums over two ~heavy-neutrino and/or quark! in-
dices, the procedure is essentially the same. Again, one looks
for the minimal upper-bound value between upper bounds
obtained for all possible partititions of heavy-neutrino
masses. This procedure gives convergent results for absolute
values of the amplitudes, and it leads to the decoupling of the
very heavy neutrinos.
It should be noted that the above upper-bound procedure
gives upper bounds for BR’s for neutrinoless LFV processes.
Recently, lower-bound limits for t lepton decays were found
using the Super-Kamiokande data on atmospheric deficit of
nm , and interpreting it in terms of the best fit to these data
@46#. The mild Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani ~GIM! mecha-
nism suppression, coming from a logarithmic dependence on
light-neutrino masses, appearing in t→ml1l2/mr0 decays,
leads to the lower bounds of the BR’s as large as ;10214.
As the experimental upper limits on these processes are of
the order of ;1026, this lower limit is welcome, because it
strongly restricts the window for the heavy-neutrino LFV
effects. However, these results have to be taken with caution,
as the standard interpretation of the Super-Kamiokande data
is not the only one @47#, although recent papers @48,49# have
shown that the energy dependence of the oscillation wave-
length strongly supports the standard interpretation. It should
be noted that the used V model can easily be modified to
include masses for massless neutrinos @20#. The results for
the neutrinoless LFV decays almost do not change if light-
neutrino masses, consistent with Super-Kamiokande mea-
surements, are introduced.
IV. NEW RESULTS ON LOW-ENERGY NEUTRINOLESS
LFV PROCESSES
As mentioned in the Introduction, heavy-meson neutrino-
less LFV decays and M↔M¯ conversion have not been stud-
ied in the V model. They are examined below. Some previ-
ous results for neutrinoless LFV decays are extended and/or
corrected.0-6
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The LFV decays of heavy mesons were discussed in a few
papers in the context of the leptoquark models @16#, a flipped
left-right symmetric model, @17#, and SM with an additional
Higgs doublet @15#. In these decays, both lepton and quark
flavor are changed. In the V model they can proceed only
through box diagrams in which two W bosons are ex-
changed. The effective Lagrangian on the quark-lepton level
reads
Le f f5
aW
2
16M W
2 (
l5 l8
(Q (qa
Fbox
l8lqaQ l¯gm~12g5!l8q¯ agm
3~12g5!Q@dQcdqau2dQb~dqad1dqas!# . ~23!
l and l8 are the lepton fields, qa and Q are the light- and
heavy-quark fields, respectively, aW is the weak fine-
structure constant, M W is the W-boson mass, and Fbox
l8lqaQ is
the composite-loop function
Fbox
l8luc5(
i51
nR
(j51
nG
Bl8Ni
* BlNiVud j* Vcd j@Hbox~lNi,ld j!
2Hbox~lNi,0!2Hbox~0,ld j!1Hbox~0,0!# ,
Fbox
l8lqab5(
i51
nR
(j51
nG
Bl8Ni
* BlNiVu jdaVu jb* @Fbox~lNi,lu j!
2Fbox~lNi,0!2Fbox~0,lu j!1Fbox~0,0!# . ~24!
Fbox and Hbox are loop functions defined in Ref. @50#. These
loop functions have approximately logarithmic dependence
on the heavy-neutrino masses.
The dominant processes are those which have maximal
value of the CKM matrix elements, maximal LCKM matrix
elements, and t-quark mass in the loop function. The main
neutrinoless LFV candidates, between the two-prong and
three-prong processes studied here, are B¯ s
0→t6e7, B2
→K2t6e7, B¯ 0→K¯ 0t6e7, and B¯ s0→ft6e7. There are no
interesting D-meson candidates for two reasons. One is of
dynamical origin—the quark masses involved in loop func-
tions are smaller than in B-meson decays, so loop functions
are much smaller. The only larger loop contribution coming
from the b quark is suppressed by small CKM matrix ele-
ments. The other is kinematical—the difference of t lepton
and D-meson masses is small. The small quark masses in
loops and large t quark width makes LFV decays of t quark
uninteresting from the experimental point of view.
The matrix element of the neutrinoless LFV decay of a
heavy meson H, H→Xll8, contains hadronic matrix element03601^Xuq¯ a(0)gm(12g5)Q(0)uH& . The corresponding matrix el-
ements are usually parametrized in the following way
@51,52#:
^0uq¯ a~0 !gm~12g5!Q~0 !uHa~p !&52i f Hpm ,
^P~p8!uq¯ a~0 !gm~12g5!Q~0 !uHa~p !&
5F S ~p1p8!m2 mH2 2mP2q2 qmD F1~q2!
1
mH
2 2mP
2
q2
qmF0~q2!GNPqa ,
^V~p8,«!uq¯ a~0 !gm~12g5!Q~0 !uHa~p !&
5F2 2V~q2!mH1mV «mnab«n*papb82i«*q 2mVq2 qmA0~q2!
2
i«*q
mH1mV
S ~p1p8!m2 mH2 2mV2q2 qmD A2~q2!
1i~mH1mV!S «m*2 «*qq2 qmD A1~q2!GNVqa . ~25!
Ha is a heavy pseudoscalar meson containing light quark q¯ a ,
P, and V are a light pseudoscalar meson and a light vector
meson, respectively, p and p8 are four-momenta of the heavy
and light meson, respectively, q5p2p8 is the momentum
transfer, « is the polarizaton vector of the light vector meson,
f H is the decay constant of the heavy pseudoscalar meson,
F1 , F2 , V, A0 , A1, and A2 are form factors and NP
qa (NV
qa) is
a factor in front of the term containing q¯ a in the quark wave
function of the P (V) meson. The q2 dependence of the form
factors is a consequence of long-distance ~resonance! effects
following from strong interactions.
To evaluate the hadronic matrix elements of quark cur-
rents and to include the long-distance effects, one has to
express the quark currents in terms of the meson states and to
introduce a strong-interaction Lagrangian on the meson
level. Similar hadronic matrix elements have been exten-
sively studied in radiative, semileptonic and nonleptonic de-
cays of heavy mesons. The combination of heavy-quark ef-
fective theory ~HQET! and chiral pertubation theory ~CHPT!
has been applied to these decays @53#. Here, the modification
of this formalism @52,54–56# is used. The authors of these
papers replaced the HQET propagators by the full heavy-
quark propagators, and introduced SU(3) symmetry break-
ing through physical masses and decay constants of light
mesons. The matrix elements in that approach read
^0uq¯ a~0 !gm~12g5!Q~0 !uH~p !&52i f Hpm ,0-7
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qaF2 f Hf P pm12 f H8*f P ~mHmH8*!1/2gS pm8 2 p8qqmmH8*2 D mH8*q22mH8*2 G ,
^V~p8,«!uq¯ a~0 !gm~12g5!Q~0 !uH~p !&5NV
qaF 23/2lgVS mH8*mH D 1/2f H8* mH8*q22mH8*2 «mnab«*mpap8b2i21/2bgVS mH8mH D
1/2
3 f H8
q«*qm
q22mH8
2 2i2
1/2a1gVmH8
1/2«*m1i21/2a2gVmH8
1/2 pmp«*
mH
2 G . ~26!
H8 and H8* represent heavy-pseudoscalar-meson and heavy-vector-meson resonances, respectively, f H8 , f H8*, mH8 , mH8*
are the corresponding decay constants and masses, gV (’6.0(2/a)1/2 with a52 in the case of exact vector-meson dominance!
is the vector-meson self-interaction coupling constant @57#, g and b are the coupling constants in the even part of the
strong-interaction Lagrangian @51,52,54,56,58,59#, l is a coupling constant in the odd part of the strong-interaction Lagrangian
@51,52,54–56,58#, and a1 and a2 are coupling constants in the definition of weak current @54,56#. The constants g, b , l , a1,
and a2 are free parameters which have to be determined from experimental data.
The matrix elements of H→Xll8 follow from Eqs. ~23!, ~24!, and ~26!. From these matrix elements follow the correspond-
ing decay rates:
B~H a0→l2l81!5
aW
4
210p
f H 02 mH 03
GH 0M W
4
l1/2~mH 0
2
,ml8
2
,ml
2!
mH 0
2
mH 0
2
~ml8
2
1ml
2!2~ml8
2
2ml
2!2
mH 0
4 uFbox
l8lqaQu2,
B~H a→Pl2l81!5
aW
4 ~NP
qa!2
213p3
E
(ml1ml8)2
(mH2mP)2dt@aP
2 ZP11aPbPZP21bP
2 ZP3#
mH
3 GHM W
4 uFbox
l8lqaQu2,
B~H a→Vl2l81!5
aW
4 ~NV
qa!2
212p3
uFbox
l8lqaQu2
1
mH
3 GHM W
4 E(ml1ml8)2
(mH2mV)2dt@aV
2 ZV11bV
2 ZV21cV
2 ZV31dV
2 ZV41aVcVZV5
1bVcVZV61bVdVZV71cVdVZV8# . ~27!The form factors aP , bP , aV , bV , cV , and dV , and phase
functions ZPi , i51,2,3, and ZVii51, ,8 are defined in the
Appendix.
B. Muonium-antimuonium conversion
The CC vertices in the V model have V-A structure. The
effective Lagrangian for the M↔M¯ conversion comes from
the lepton box amplitude. Therefore, the structure of the ef-
fective Hamiltonian density for M↔M¯ has the same (V
2A)3(V2A) form as in the Feinberg’s and Weinberg’s
papers @60#
H5GM M¯ c¯ mgl~12g5!cec¯ mgl~12g5!ce , ~28!
in which they had elaborated the original idea of Pontecorvo
@61#. The constant GM M¯ contains information on physics be-
yond SM. In the frame of the V model it comprises the pa-
rameters of the box amplitude for the process m1e2
→m2e1, which is forbidden in SM,
GM M¯ 5
aW
2
16M W
2 Fbox
meem
. ~29!03601Fbox
meem is a composite-loop function having the following
structure @11#
Fbox
meem52 (
i j51
nR
BeNiBeN jBmNi* BmN j* @Fbox~lNi,lN j!
2Fbox~0,lN j!2Fbox~lNi,0!1Fbox~0,0!# . ~30!
Using the expression ~30! for large degenerate heavy-
neutrino masses, one obtains the limit
GM M¯ <3.931025xmeem
0 GF , ~31!
where GF is the Fermi constant and xmeem
0
5Fbox
meem/@0.5lN(sL
nm)2(sL
ne)2# . From the definition of the
composite-loop function and the limit ~5! follows that the
xmeem
0 may assume only values smaller than 4.731023.
Keeping that in mind, the result ~31! has to be compared
with the recent experimental upper bound @37,62# which im-
proved the previous experimental result @63# by the factor
;50, GM M¯ <3.031023GF . The upper bound ~31! is
larger than the result found by Swartz @64#, estimated within
SM with massive Dirac neutrinos, by comparing the effec-0-8
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sition. Having in mind that the upper limit ~5! was much
weaker than when Swartz wrote his paper, the result obtained
here is in fact larger than the numerical results show. The
GM M¯ was also evaluated in many other models @65#. De-
pending upon the variant of the model, the value of GM M¯
ranges from 1029GF to 0.1GF .
The conversion probability P(M→M¯ ) is the quantity that
is measured in experiments. It is related to the constant GM M¯
in the following way @60#:
P~M→M¯ !5 d
2
2Gm
2 , ~32!
where
d
2 5^M
¯ uHuM &5
16GM M¯
pa3
~33!
is a transition matrix element between the muonium and an-
timuonium states (a is the radius of muonium atom! and Gm
is the total decay width of muon.
From the point of view of SM extended by heavy neutri-
nos, M -M¯ conversion is not a good place to search for LFV.
Roughly speaking, the M -M¯ amplitude is proportional to the
square of the nondiagonal m-e mixing ( iBmNiBeNi* , which is
strongly constrained by the measurements of processes m
→eg , m→eee , and m→e conversion. Amplitudes of the
three processes depend approximately linearly on the nondi-
agonal m-e mixing. Therefore, if any of the experimental
results of measurement of the three processes is improved by
a factor a, the experimental result for P(M→M¯ ) has to be
improved by the factor a2 to be competitive in finding LFV.
C. Extension and correction of some previous results
In this subsection some previous results on neutrinoless
LFV processes evaluated within the frame of the V model are
extended and/or corrected. The decays of t lepton into three
leptons have been evaluated within the V model in Ref. @18#
without including terms with four BlN’s. These terms were
shown to dominate for large heavy-neutrino masses in SM
extended by two additional heavy Majorana neutrinos @11#.
In that model the BlN’s are completely determined by sL
n i
parameters and the ratio of the heavy-neutrino masses. Here,
the upper bounds of complete amplitudes are evaluated
within the V model, and used to find the upper bounds of the
corresponding BR’s.
Neutrinoless LFV decays of the Z boson were studied in
Ref. @11# in SM extended with heavy Majorana neutrinos.
The expressions for loop functions are given in Appendix A
of that reference, and they are correct except for terms con-
taining
Aw
lZ
tan21S Awl i1l j2lZD , ~34!
03601which should be replaced with the expression
u~w !
Aw
lZ
F tan21S Awl i1l j2lZD 1pu~lZ2l i2l j!G
1u~2w !
A2w
lZ
F12 lnUlZ2l i2l j1A2wlZ2l i2l j2A2wU
2ipu~lZ2l i2l j!G . ~35!
The notation is the same as in Ref. @11#. The theta function
in the first square bracket was not taken into account in the
analysis in Ref. @11#. As it contributes only for the heavy-
neutrino masses smaller than the Z-boson mass, the numeri-
cal results given there should not change. For heavy neutri-
nos lighter than Z-boson mass, the theta function assures the
continuity of the loop functions in heavy-neutrino masses.
Here, LFV decays of the Z boson are studied in the V model.
The terms containing the matrix elements CNiN j* , that exist
only for heavy Majorana neutrinos, are neglected. In the V
model only the upper bounds of the Z→ll8 amplitudes can
be found. They are found using the formalism of the Sec.
III C.
The only three neutrinoless LFV processes that give ad-
ditional constraints on BlN’s, m→eg , m→eee , and m2e
conversion, have been examined in Ref. @12#. Their analysis
has included the ‘‘nondecoupling’’ effects of heavy neutri-
nos, has indicated that a generalization of Appelquist-
Carazzone theorem @44,45# is valid for the V model and has
determined the limits on specific combinations of BlN’s. The
‘‘proof’’ of the generalization of the Appelquist-Carazzone
theorem is based on an introduction of a somewhat arbitrary
maximal SU(2)L-doublet mass term. The amplitude they
present for m→e conversion does not include the photon-
exchange and box contributions, and the amplitude for m
→eee does not include the photon-exchange term. These
terms are included here. Moreover, in their expression for
m→3e BR, obtained in the limit of large heavy-neutrino
masses, one has to make replacements Fem→2Fem and «L
[21/21sW
2 →2«L , ~the notation of Ref. @12# is used!.
The neutrinoless LFV decay of p0 was studied in Ref.
@10# in extensions of SM with additional Majorana and ad-
ditional Dirac neutrinos. The expressions for the extension
with Majorana neutrinos is correct, but the expressions for
the extension by Dirac neutrinos is not, because the terms
existing only for Majorana neutrinos have been kept in the
amplitude. The correct amplitude is obtained neglecting the
terms containing the loop function HZ . When this correction
is made, the numerical results for the p→me decay become
;25 times smaller.
V. ON LOW-ENERGY NEUTRINOLESS LFV
AMPLITUDES AND DECAY RATES
A. Loop functions included in LFV processes
In the lowest order of perturbation theory, amplitudes of
neutrinoless LFV decays are built up from several building0-9
A. ILAKOVAC PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 036010TABLE I. List of neutrinoless LFV processes, the composite-loop functions and the tree level functions
contributing to them and the approximations ~physics! needed for evaluation of amplitudes. l, P, V, H, and B
denote leptons, light pseudoscalar mesons, light vector mesons, heavy pseudocsalar mesons ~containing c or
b quark!, and light baryons, respectively. In the first column, the list of the neutrinoless LFV processes is
given, with references only to the calculations made within extensions of SM with heavy neutrinos. The
abbreviations cq f 5conserved quark flavor, ncq f 5nonconserved quark flavor, and H5Higgs-mediated pro-
cess, serve to distinguish processes with seemingly similar particle content. In the second column, the
Feynman diagrams contributing to any specific process are listed. For instance, l-q-box corresponds to the
box diagram with one lepton current and one quark current. In the third column the approximations and
physics used for calculation of amplitudes are listed. Following abbreviations are used: HQET5heavy-quark
effective theory, CHPT5chiral perturbation theory, VMD5vector-meson dominance, GTR5Goldberger-
Treiman relation, l5lepton physics, q5quark physics.
process diagrams approximations ~physics!
l→l8g @11,18# g l
m→e conversion @12,70,71# g , Z and l-q-box l , q , nuclear
M→M¯ conversion l-box l , atomic
l2→l82l12l21 @11,12,18# g , Z, and l-box l
t→lP0 (cq f ) @11,18# g , Z, and l-q-box l , q , PCAC
t→lP0 (ncq f ) @11# l-q-box l , q , PCAC
t→lV0 (cq f ) @11# g , Z, and l-q-box l , q , VMD
t→lV0 (ncq f ) @11# l-q-box l , q , VMD
Z→ll8 @11,67# g , Z and l-box l
H→ll8 @68,69# H l
P0→em (cq f ) @10# g , Z, and l-q-box l , q , PCAC
P0→em (ncq f ) @10# l-q-box l , q , PCAC
H 0→ll8 l-q-box l , q , PCAC
t2→l82P1P2 (cq f ) @66# all except l-box l , q , CHPT, PCAC, VMD
t2→l82P1P2 (ncq f ) @66# l-q-box and W1W2 l , q , CHPT, PCAC, VMD
t2→l82P1P2 (cq f ,H) @66# H and W1W2 l , q , CHPT, PCAC
P1→P2em @10# l-q-box l , q , VMD, CHPT
H→Pl l¯8 l-q-box l , q , VMD, CHPT, HQET
H→Vl l¯8 l-q-box l , q , VMD, CHPT, HQET
B1→B2em @10# l-q-box l , q , PCAC, GTRblocks ~composite-loop functions and tree-level functions!
which may be denoted by the exchanged bosons, or by the
type of the Feynman diagram: g, Z , box ~box containing only
leptons, leptons and u quarks, leptons and d quarks!, H and
W1W2. All functions except the last one are combinations
of loop functions and BlN’s @11,10,66#. W1W2 function is a
tree-level function and it is strongly suppressed compared to
the others @66#. g , Z, box, and H functions comprise two-
fermion currents. In the g , Z, and H functions only one of
the fermion currents changes flavor, while in box functions
flavors may be changed in both fermion currents. The clas-
sification of the neutrinoless LFV decays, given in Table I, is
made according to the Feynman diagrams they contain and
the approximations ~physics! one has to use in finding the
corresponding amplitudes. The references cited in Table I
refer only to the calculations of LFV processes in the exten-
sions of SM by additional heavy neutrinos.
If the heavy-neutrino masses are larger than a few hun-
dred GeV, the expressions for neutrinoless LFV decays sim-
plify considerably. All amplitudes can approximately be ex-
pressed in terms of four combinations of masses and BlNi’s,036010All85(Ni
BlNi* Bl8Ni,
Bll85(Ni
BlNi* Bl8Niln lNi,
Cll85 (NiN j
BlNi* CNiN j* Bl8Ni
lNilN j
lNi2lN j
ln
lNi
lN j
,
Dll8l1l25
1
2 (NiN j
BlNi* Bl2N j* ~Bl8NiBl1N j
1Bl1NiBl8N j!
lNilN j
lNi2lN j
ln
lNi
lN j
, ~36!
where lNi5mNi
2 /mW
2
. The building blocks mentioned above,
expressed in terms of combinations ~36!, read-10
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ll8’
1
2All8 ,
Fg
ll8’2
1
6Bll8 ,
FZ
ll8’2
3
2Bll82
1
2Cll8 ,
Fbox
ll8l1l2’2~All8d l1l21All1d l8l2!1
1
2Dll8l1l2,
Fbox
ll8uaub’F24duaub1S 2 94 lb12lb
1
2lb
318lb
2216lb
4~12lb!
ln lbD Vuab* VubbGAll8
1Flb4 Vuab* VubbGBll8 ,
Fbox
ll8dadb’F2ddadb1 (ui5c ,t S 34 lui12lui
1
2lui
3 18lui
2 24lui
4~12lui!
ln luiD VuidaVuidb* GAll8
1F (
ui5c ,t
lui
4 VuidaVuidb
* GBll8 ,
FH
ll8’GH
ll8’
5
8All81
lH
4 Bll81
3
4Cll8 ,
FW1W2’S (
i51
nG
VuidaVuidb* DAll8 , ~37!
where lx5mx
2/mW
2
, x5b ,t ,H .
For the important case of degenerate (lNi5lN) and large
heavy-neutrino masses the functions ~36! can be written in
terms of parameters sL
n l and xll8
0
,
All85sL
n lsL
n l8xll8
0
,
Bll85sL
n lsL
n l8xll8
0 ln lN ,
Cll85sL
n lsL
n l8(
i51
nG
~sL
n i!2xlli
0 xlil8
0 lN ,
Dll8l1l25
1
2 sL
n lsL
n l8s
L
n l1s
L
n l2~xll8
0
xl1l2
0 1xll1
0 xl8l2
0
!lN . ~38!
It is convenient to introduce four combinations of BlN’s,
heavy-neutrino masses lN
PUB
, and upper-bound values for sL
n l
parameters ~4!, denoted by s˜L
n l :036010xll85All8~s˜L
n ls˜L
n l8!21,
zll85Bll8~s˜L
n ls˜L
n l8ln lN
PUB!21,
yll85Cll8S s˜Ln ls˜Ln l8(i51
nG
~s˜L
n i!2lN
PUBD 21,
yll8l1l25Dll8l1l2~s˜L
n ls˜L
n l8s˜
L
n l1s˜
L
n l2lN
PUB!21. ~39!
Any of these combinations is always smaller than 1.
A few comments are in order here. First, it is obvious that
uDll8l1l2u<uCll8u ~the relation is also valid for large, nonde-
generate heavy-neutrino masses!. Second, for degenerate
neutrino masses, the function Cll8 becomes larger than the
functions All8 and Bll8 if
lN*
1
(
i51
nG
~sL
n i!2
and lN*
ln lN
(
i51
nG
~sL
n i!2
, ~40!
respectively. The dominance of the functions with quadratic
mass dependence of the amplitude leads to the transient, so
called ‘‘nondecoupling behavior’’ of amplitudes. As ex-
plained in Sec. III D, decoupling follows from PUB inequali-
ties ~13!. A typical mass value for which the quadratic terms
become larger than the logarithmic terms is mN
;1500 GeV for sL
n l values of the order of the present ex-
perimental bounds ~4!. Third, at the maximal lN value per-
mitted by the PUB (lNPUB), the function Cll8 depends essen-
tially only on two diagonal mixing parameters, sL
n l and sL
n l8
,
Cll8~lNPUB!5
4nR(
i
~sL
n i!2xlli
0 xlil8
0
aW(
i
~sL
n i!2
sL
n lsL
n l8&
4nR
aW
sL
n lsL
n l8xll8
5
4nR
aW
All8 . ~41!
Therefore, at mN5mN
PUB all amplitudes depend essentially
only on sL
n l and sL
n l8
. If both the logarithmic and quadratic
mass terms are present in LFV amplitude, at mN
PUB logarith-
mic terms contribute up to ;10% of the total amplitude.
Fourth, if the t-quark contribution is multiplied by small
CKM matrix elements, box amplitudes may have large con-
tribution coming from the c quark in the loop expressions.
For instance, in the processes t→eP0/mP0 c-quark contri-
bution to the amplitude is ;13%. Fifth, the processes con-
taining only the function All8 are most suitable for obtaining
new information on BlNi parameters, because they are almost
independent of heavy-neutrino masses. Sixth, for degenerate
heavy neutrinos the dependence of LFV amplitudes on
LCKM matrix elements appears only through six sums
( iBlNiBl8Ni
* , l5 l8, and ( iuBlNiu2 ~diagonal and nondiagonal
-11
A. ILAKOVAC PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 036010mixings!. Writing the sums in terms of sL
n l
’s and xll8
0
’s, one
can easily show that if some LFV amplitude tends to zero for
sL
n l→0, then the amplitude tends to zero for xll8
0 →0, lÞ
5l8, too. ~Strictly speaking, reducing a parameter sL
n l by a
factor a is equivalent to the reduction xll
0 →a2xll0 and xll8
0
→axll8
0
, l5 l8, but, by definition, xll0 51.! This analysis
shows that LFV amplitudes may be reduced without chang-
ing the diagonal mixing parameters sL
n l
. It also indicates that
the absolute values of LFV amplitudes may attain any value
between zero and the upper-bound value. Therefore, LFV036010processes are unsuitable for finding the limits on the diagonal
mixing parameters sL
n l
.
B. Approximative expressions for BR’s in the large-mass limit
and relations between them
Keeping only the leading terms in the large-mass limit of
heavy neutrinos, the expressions for BR’s of neutrinoless
LFV decays may be expressed in terms of the functions ~36!.
In the following, these expressions are listed. The definitions
of unknown quantities are given below.B~ l→l8g!’
aW
3 sW
2
210p2
ml
5
M W
4 G l
uAll8u2, ~42!
B~ l2→l82l12l21 ,l15l25 l8!’
aW
4
33215p3
ml
5
M W
4 G l
~ uDll8l1l12~122sW
2 !Cll8u21u2sW2 Cll8u2!,
B~ l2→l82l12l21 ,l85l15l2!’
aW
4
33216p3
ml
5
M W
4 G l
S uDll8l8l822~122sW2 !Cll8u21 12 u4sW2 Cll8u2D ,
B~ l2→l82l12l21 ,l25 l8,l1!’
aW
4
33216p3
ml
5
M W
4 G l
uDll8l1l2u2, ~43!
B~Z→l2l811l1l82!’
aW
3
3328cW
3
M W
GZ
uCll8u2, ~44!
R~m2Ti→e2Ti!’
aW
4 aem
3
210p2
Zeff
4
Z uF~2mm
2 !u2QW2
mm
5
M W
4 Gcapture
uC meu2, ~45!
uGM M¯ u’
aW
2
25M W
2 uDmeemu, ~46!
B~t→lP0,cq f !’
aW
4 ~aP0
Z
!2
213p S 12 mP0
2
mt
2 D 2 mt3 f P02M W4 Gt uC tlu2, ~47!
B~t→lV0,cq f !’
aW
4 ~aV0
Z
!2
213pgV0
2 S 12 mV02
mt
2 D 2S 112mV02mt2 D mt
3mV0
2
M W
4 Gt
uC tlu2, ~48!
B~t→lP0,ncq f !’
aW
4 ~aP0
box,ds
!2
211p S 12 mP0
2
mt
2 D 2 mt3 f P02M W4 Gt uFboxtldsu2, ~49!
B~t→lV0,ncq f !’
aW
4 ~aV0
box,ds
!2
211pgV0
2 S 12 mV02
mt
2 D 2S 112mV02mt2 D mt
3mV0
2
M W
4 Gt
uFbox
tldsu2, ~50!
B~P0→em ,cq f !’
aW
4 ~aP0
Z
!2
212p S 12 mm2mP02 D
2
mP0mm
2 f P02
M W
4 GP0
uC meu2, ~51!-12
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aW
4 ~aP0
box,ds
!2
210p S 12 mm2mP02 D
2
mP0mm
2 f P02
M W
4 GP0
uFbox
medsu2, ~52!
B~H 0→ll8!’
aW
4
210p S 12 ml2mH 02 D
2
mH 0ml
2 f H 02
M W
4 GH 0
uFbox
ll8qaQu2, ~53!
B~t→lP1P2 ,cq f !’
aW
4
216p3
E
(m11m2)2
(mt2ml)2dtaU(
V0
pBW
V0 ~q !aV0
Z CV0P1P2U2
M W
4 mt
3Gt
uC tlu2, ~54!
B~t→lP1P2 ,ncq f !’
aW
4 ~aK*0
box,sd
!2uCK*0P1P2u
2
214p3
uFbox
tlsdu2
3
E
(m11m2)2
(mt2ml)2dt$a12@~m1
22m2
2!/mK*0
2
#b1@~m1
22m2
2!/mK*0
2
#2g%upBW
K*0~q !u2
M W
4 mt
3Gt
, ~55!
B~t→lP1P2 ,cq f H !’
aW
4
216p3
M HP1P2
4 E
(m11m2)2
(mt2ml)2dti
M H
4 M W
4 mtGt
U32C tlU
2
, ~56!
B~KW→pm7e6!’
aW
4 c˜K*0KWp
2
214p3
E
(mm2me)2
(mP12mP2)
2
dt@A11 f 12 1A12 f 1 f 21A22 f 22 #
M W
4 mK
3 GKW
uFbox
mlsdu2, ~57!
B~Ha→Pl82l1!’
aW
4 ~NP
qa!2
213p3
E
(ml1ml8)2
(mHa2mP)
2
dt@aP
2 ZP11aPbPZP21bP
2 ZP3#
M W
4 mH a
3 GHa
uFbox
ll8Qqau2, ~58!
B~Ha→Vl82l1!’
aW
4 ~NV
qa!2
212p3
uFbox
ll8Qqau2
1
M W
4 mH a
3 GHa
E
(ml1ml8)2
(mHa2mV)
2
dt@aV
2 ZV11bV
2 ZV21cV
2 ZV31dV
2 ZV41aVcVZV5
1bVcVZV61bVdVZV71cVdVZV8# , ~59!
B~B→B8em!’
aW
4
210p3
uFbox
medsu2
1
M W
4 mB
3 GB
E
(mm1me)2
(mB2mB8)2dt@A1~ f 121g12!1A2~ f 122g12!1A3~ f 1g1!1A4~g1g3!
1A5~g3
2!# . ~60!All these expressions are written in terms of products of
dimensionless factors. For the expressions containing the
dominant term Cll8 , the error one makes by keeping only the
dominant term is of the order *20%, because the term Cll8 is
always accompanied with the Bll8 term giving ;10% con-
tribution to the amplitude at mN
PUB
. The following abbrevia-
tions are used: sW5sin uW , cW5cos uW (uW is Weinberg’s
angle!, sP5sin uP , cP5cos uP (uP is the mixing angle for
psudoscalar nonet states!, and sV5sin uP , cV5cos uP (uV is036010the mixing angle for vector nonet states!. In Eq. ~45! aem
51/137 is the fine structure constant, Z is atomic number
~for 22
48 Ti Z522, N5A2Z526), Zeff517.6 @70–72#
is the effective atomic number of Ti @73#, F(2mm2 )50.54 is
its nuclear form factor @74,75# at momentum transfer q2’
2mm
2 @70#, QW5Z(124sW2 )2N is the coherent nuclear
charge associated with coupling of Z boson to nucleus @71#
and Gcapture is the capture rate for negative muons on Ti
@71,76,77#. In Eqs. ~47!–~53! f P and f H are decay constants-13
A. ILAKOVAC PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 036010TABLE II. ~a! Coefficients defining the meson content in axial-vector quark currents with denoted quark
content and normalization given by Eq. ~61!. Two additional coefficients are different from zero: aK0
box,ds
51 and aK¯ 0
box,sd
51. ~b! Coefficients defining the meson content in vector quark currents with denoted quark
content and normalization given in Eq. ~61!. Two additional coefficients are different from zero: aK*0
box,ds
5
21 and aK¯ *0
box,sd
521.
~a!
P0 aP0
Z aP0
box,uu aP0
box,dd aP0
box,ss
p0 2A2 2
1
A2
2
1
A2
0
h 2
A2cP
A3
2
sP
A3
2
cP
A6
1
sP
A3
cP
A6
2
sP
A3
2
A2cP
A3
2
sP
A3
h8
cP
A3
2
A2sP
A3
2
cP
A3
2
sP
A6
cP
A3
1
sP
A6
cP
A3
2
A2sP
A3
~b!
V0 aV0
Z aV0
box,uu aV0
box,dd aV0
box,ss bV0
g gV0
g
r0 A2c2W 1
A2
1
A2
0 2A2sW
2 22A2sW
2
f
A2cVc2W
A3
1
sV
A3
cV
A6
2
sV
A3
2
cV
A6
1
sV
A3
A2cV
A3
1
sV
A3
2A2cVsW2
A3
2
2A2cVsW2
A3
v 2
cV
A3
1
A2sVc2W
A3
cV
A3
1
sV
A6
2
cV
A3
2
sV
A6
2
cV
A3
1
A2sV
A3
2A2sVsW2
A3
2
2A2sVsW2
A3of light and heavy pseudoscalar mesons respectively, and
gV0 are constants defining the decay constants for light vec-
tor mesons, f V5mV /gV . The normalizations used here are
A Pm~x !5i f P]mP~x !,
V Vm~x !5H mV2gV Vm~x !, for light vector mesons,
f VmVVm~x !, for heavy vector mesons,
~61!
where A Pm and V Vm are the axial-vector ~vector current! with
the same quark content as corresponding pseudoscalar-
meson P(x) and vector-meson V(x) fields, respectively.
aP0
Z
, aV0
Z
, aP0
box,dadb
, and aV0
box,dadb are constants defining the
meson content in vector and axial-vector quark currents con-
tained in quark combinations in the Z and box amplitudes.
They are defined in Table II. The mass of the lighter lepton is
neglected in the expressions ~47!–~53!. As the composite-
loop function Fbox
ll8qaqb contains two terms of approximately
equal magnitude, for brevity the expresions of these BR’s are
not written in terms of the functions ~38!. The expressions
~54!–~60! contain three-body phase integrals. The phase
functions may be found in the following references: a , b , g ,
and i in Ref. @66#; A11 , A12 , and A22 in Ref. @10#; A1 ,
A2 , A3 , A4, and A5 in Ref. @10#. In Eq. ~54!, CV0P1P2
5gr0p1p2cV0P1P2 are constants stemming from the gauged
chiral U(3)L3U(3)R/U(3)V Lagrangian @66# ~e.g.,
cr0p1p251), and036010pBW
V0 ~q !5
1
gV0
mV0
2
2iGV0mV0
mV0
2
2iGV0mV02q2
[
1
gV0
pBW
V0,norm~q !
~62!
is the Breit-Wigner propagator for a vector meson V0 multi-
plied by slightly modified expression mV
2 /gV . The modifica-
tion of the expression mV
2 /gV is made to obtain pBW
V0,norm(0)
51 @66,78–80#. The constant gr0p1p2 is equal to the r self
coupling constant gV from Sec. IV A. In Eq. ~56! M HP1P2
2 are
mass parameters contained in the effective Higgs-meson La-
grangian @66#,
LHM M5
gW
4M W
Fmp2 ~~p0!212p1p2!12mK12 K1K2
12mK0
2 K0K¯ 01
mK1
2
1mK0
2
1mp
2
3 h1
2
1
2mK1
2
12mK0
2
2mp
2
3 h8
2
1
23/2~2mp
2 2mK1
2
2mK0
2
!
3 h8h1G , ~63!
obtained by comparing the quark mass Lagrangian with the
corresponding term in the chiral Lagrangian @81# @e.g.,
M Hp1p2
2
52mp
2 [2(2mp12 1mp02 )/3#. In Eq. ~57! c˜K*0KWp
5acK*0K¯ Sp1bcK¯ *0KSp¯ (KW5aK¯ S1bKS is a weak kaon-14
LEPTON FLAVOR VIOLATION IN THE STANDARD . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 036010eigenstate, and KS is a mass eigenstate!. In Eq. ~60! f 1 , g1,
and g3 are baryon form factors. The other baryon form fac-
tors do not contribute, because they belong to the second
class currents, or give a contribution proportional to the dif-
ference of baryon masses. The form factors f 1 and g1 can be
defined in terms of two SU(3) Clebsh-Gordan coefficients
and two reduced matrix elements corresponding to symmet-
ric and antisymmetric octet SU(3) representations. These re-
duced matrix elements are almost independent of momentum
transfer and are usually identified with their value at zero
momentum transfer, D and F. The functions g1 and g3 arenot independent, but correlated through the Goldberger-
Treiman relation @10#.
All approximate expressions for the BR’s ~42!–~60!, valid
in the large-mass limit, except B(l2→l82l12l21 ,l15l25 l8)
and B(l2→l82l12l21 ,l85l15l2), depend only on one of the
functions ~36!. In the following, the smaller of two dominant
functions Dll8l1l2 will be neglected in the two exceptional
expressions. The maximal error one makes in the evaluation
of BR’s of the exceptional processes is ;40%. With those
approximations, the ratios of BR’s having the same dominant
function ~36! become independent of the V-model param-
eters:~a! BR’s with FZ
me~Cme!: R~mTi→eTi!:B~m→ee2e1!:B~Z→m7e6!:B~p0→m7e6!:B~h→m7e6!
51:5.6031022:3.7731022
:6.05310210:1.69310211, ~64!
~b! BR’s with FZ
tl ~Ctl!: B~Z→t7l6!:B~t→lp0!:B~t→lr0!:B~t→lp1p2!:B~t→lf!
:B~t→ll2l1!:B~t→ll12l11!:B~t→lK1K2!:B~t→lK0K¯ 0!:B~t→lh8!
:B~t→lh!:B~t→lv!:B~t→lhh!:B~t→lp0p0!
51:3.4031021:3.1731021:2.8331021:2.8131021:2.6431021:1.6431021
:1.2031021:7.4331022:6.1531022:4.7231022
:8.7831023:4.34310212:5.50310213, ~65!
~c! BR’s with Fbox
mesd : B~KL→m7e6!:B~K1→p1m7e6!:B~S1→pm7e6!:B~J0→Lm7e6!:B~L→nm7e6!
:B~J2→S2m7e6!:B~J0→S0m7e6!:B~S0→nm7e6!51:3.0131022
:1.3031024:1.2131024:8.6631025
:6.4031027:4.0731027:6.31310214, ~66!
~d! BR’s with Fbox
mebd : B~B2→p2m7e6!:B~B0→m7e6!51:3.7631024, ~67!
~e! BR’s with Fbox
mebs : B~B2→K*2m7e6!:B~B¯ 0→K*0m7e6!:B~B¯ s0→h8m7e6!:B~B¯ s0→fm7e6!:B~B2→K2m7e6!
:B~B¯ 0→K¯ 0m7e6!:B~B¯ s0→hm7e6!:B~B¯ s0→m7e6!51:9.3431021:8.8331021
:8.5731021:7.9231021:7.4731021
:3.3131021:4.9331024, ~68!
~f! BR’s with Fbox
tlds : B~t→ep1K2!:B~t→eK*0!:B~t→eK0!51:7.3231021:2.9931021, ~69!
~g! BR’s with Fbox
tlbd :B~B2→p2t7e6!:B~B¯ 0→t7e6!51:1.1431021, ~70!
~h! BR’s with Fbox
tlbs : B~B2→K*2t7e6!:B~B¯ 0→K¯ *0t7e6!:B~B¯ s0→ft7e6!:B~B¯ s0→h8t7e6!
:B~B2→K2t7e6!:B~B¯ 0→K¯ 0t7e6!:B~B¯ s0→ht7e6!:B~B¯ s0→t7e6!51:9.3731021
:8.1031021:6.5731021:6.5431021:6.1631021:2.7631021:1.6331021. ~71!
036010-15
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ing order. For instance, m→e conversion is the most suitable
for finding LFV in the group containing the composite-loop
function FZ
me
. The position in the group depends on the cou-
pling constants, phase factors and the total decay rate of the
decaying particle. For instance, the BR’s for t→lP1P2 pro-
cesses containing Z-boson amplitude are ;1012 times larger
than BR’s of the processes t→lP1P2 containing only Higgs
amplitude, because of the small Higgs-meson couplings, al-
though the dominant composite-loop functions are essen-
tially the same. The ratios ~64!–~71! are given for measured
processes and LFV processes that have not been studied
in models with additional heavy neutrinos before. The036010l→l8g decays are not included in the above ratios, because
each process l→l8g forms a group for itself, depending
only on the function All8 . The numerical results for the
ratios of BR’s agree quite well with the exact ratios for
degenerate heavy-neutrino masses obtained at mN5mN
PUB
.
That allows one to consider only one of the decays of
each group when comparing theoretical and experimental
results.
In addition to the ratios of BR’s having the same domi-
nant function ~36!, it is usefull to have relations that relate
BR’s of different groups of decays. These relations generally
depend on the matrix elements of B matrix and CKM matrix.
For instance,B~Z→t7e6!:B~Z→t7m6!:B~Z→m7e6!5uFZteu2:uFZtmu2:uFZmeu2,
B~t→eP0!:B~t→mP0!:B~P0→e7m6!55 uFZ
teu2:uFZ
tmu2:
1.453109s21
GP0
mP0
mm
~12mm
2 /mP0
2
!2
~12mP0
2 /mt
2!2
:uFZ
meu2 for cq f ,
uFbox
tedsu2:uFbox
tmdsu2:
1.453109s21
GP0
mP0
mm
~12mm
2 /mP0
2
!2
~12mP0
2 /mt
2!2
uFbox
medsu2 for ncq f ,
B~t→eg!:B~t→mg!:B~m→eg!5uBtN* BeNu2:uBtN* BmNu2)2:5.63uBmN* BeNu2,
B~t→ee7e6!:B~t→mm7m6!:B~m→ee7e6!’uFZteu2:uFZtmu2:5.63uFZmeu2,
B~t→eK1p2!:B~t→mK1p2!:B~K2→p2m7e6!5uFboxtedsu2:0.983uFboxtmdsu2:6.82uFboxmedsu2,
B~Bi→l17l26!:B~B j→l37l46!5uFbox
l2l1qibu2:uFbox
l4l3q jbu2, qi ,q j5u ,d ,s . ~72!
BR’s of processes having only the logarithmic dependence on mass are several orders of magnitude smaller than BR’s
containing the quadratic mass-dependent terms. In the processes containing quarks in the final state, the presence of small
CKM matrix elements additionally reinforces this difference. For example, at mN
PUB
B~ l→l8g!:B~ l→l8l1l2!&1022,
B~t2→e2K0!:B~t2→e2p0!’B~t2→e2p1K2!:B~t2→e2p2p1!&1029. ~73!Between the LFV decays having the box contribution only,
the B-meson decays have the largest CKM matrix elements.
For that reason they might be the most suitable box-
dominated processes for finding LFV in the future B facto-
ries.
C. Numerical results, comparison with experiment
and discussion
In this subsection the experimental upper bounds for the
measured neutrinoless LFV BR’s are compared with the the-
oretical upper bounds obtained in the V model. For some
interesting unmeasured processes, the theoretical upper
bounds are given, too. The results are discussed. The limit on
the nondiagonal m-e mixing is updated. The decoupling ofvery heavy neutrinos is shown explicitely. The possible error
one can make using the upper-bound procedure given in the
Sec. III D is estimated.
Theoretical results depend on the V-model parameters:
‘‘diagonal’’ mixings sL
n l
, phases of BlN’s and heavy-neutrino
masses. The parameters sL
n l must satisfy the experimental
upper bounds ~4!, the heavy-neutrino masses are bound by
the PUB inequalities ~13! and ~14!, while the phases of BlN
matrices are undetermined. The numerical results are in prin-
ciple largest for degenerate neutrino masses at maximal val-
ues of sL
n l parameters and maximal neutrino mass mN
PUB
. For
degenerate heavy-neutrino masses the phase dependence of
BlN matrices is contained in the parameters xll8 .
The numerical values for BR’s and GM M¯ depend on a
number of ‘‘SM’’ particle properties, too: decay rates of par--16
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matrix elements, decay constants of mesons, quark masses
included in loops, mixing angles, various couplings, etc. Al-
most all these quantities are taken from Ref. @36#, or derived
from the data given there. For instance, masses of the u, d, s,
c, and b quarks are taken to be equal to the average of the
upper- and lower-bound values. The CKM matrix elements
are derived in the same way. The t-quark mass is set to be
equal to the experimental value obtained from the direct ob-
servations of t quark. For pseudoscalar-meson decay con-
stants of light mesons, we took the values partly from Ref.
@36# and partly from Ref. @82#,
f p15130.7 MeV, f K15159.8 MeV,
f p05119 MeV,
f h5131 MeV, and f h85118 MeV.
~74!
Due to the isospin symmetry, f K05 f K¯ 05 f K6. The constants
gV0, defining the decay constants of light vector mesons, are
extracted from the V0→e1e2 decay rates
gr052.518, gf52.933, gv53.116, ~75!
or estimated using the SU~3! octet symmetry, gK*05gr0.
For all decay constants of D and D* mesons, the conserva-
tive value 200 MeV is taken. The decay constants of B and
B* mesons are derived using the scaling law for decay con-
stants derived from HQET,
f H; mH21/2 . ~76!
The weak fine-structure constant is defined as aW
5aem /sin2uW , with cos uW5MW /MZ . The r2p2p cou-
pling constant ~which is equal to the r-meson self-coupling
constant! is derived from the r→2p coupling width. Other
vector-meson–pseudoscalar-meson couplings of light me-
sons are fixed by one of the chiral model Lagrangians
@57,66#. The mixing of the vector-meson nonet states is de-
termined from the quadratic Gell-Mann–Okubo mass for-
mula uV539.3 °. The mixing of the pseudoscalar-meson
nonet states is extracted from the e1e2→e1e2gg*
→e1e2(P→gg) experiments @83#, uP5223°. The only
‘‘SM’’ parameters that are not firmly established are ‘‘HQET
1CHPT’’ parameters describing the semileptonic LFV de-
cays of the B mesons g, b , l , a1, and a2 ~see Sec. IV A!.
The corresponding parameters for D mesons have been de-
termined by fitting the theory to the experimental values of
the semileptonic decays of D mesons @56,84,85#. The
B-meson parameters l , a1, and a2 may be derived from the
D-meson parameters from the scaling laws for the vector and
axial-vector current @51#. The parameter g is independent of
a heavy-quark mass, and the value of parameter b is consis-
tent with zero. The best B-meson parameters obtained using
the above procedure are @85#036010g50.2, b50, l520.34 GeV21,
a1520.13 GeV1/2, a2520.36 GeV1/2. ~77!
That way, all parameters are defined.
For measured processes, the experimental and theoretical
upper bounds of the exact BR’s are compared in Table III~a!.
For some interesting processes that have not been measured,
the theoretical upper bounds are given in Table III~b!. In
both tables, the numerical part of the theoretical results is
evaluated for degenerate heavy-neutrino masses and the
maximal heavy-neutrino mass permited by PUB, maximal
sL
n l values and neglecting the BlN phases. The factors xll8 ,
yll8 , yll8l1l2, and zll8 describe the deviation of BR’s from
these values, when the model parameters assume other val-
ues. The factors yll8 and yll8l1l2 give only the behavior of the
dominant, mN
2
-dependent term, on the model parameters. For
mN values for which the terms quadratic in BlN matrices
begin to dominate (mN;100021500 GeV), the zll8 terms
begin to dominate.
Comparing the theoretical upper bounds for the processes
of the same type with different leptons in the initial and final
state, one can see that they are often comparable in magni-
tude. For instance, upper bounds for BR’s of the processes
l→l8g , l→l8l1l2, and Z→ll8 are of the order ;108,
;1026, and ;1026, respectively. For that reason, the muon
LFV processes which have been measured with the greatest
precision, are the most attractive for finding LFV. A process
with weaker experimental bounds may be interesting only if
the parameter~s! xll8
0 for that process is ~are! large.
If, for a specific process, the theoretical upper bound is
larger than the experimental one, then the process gives the
better bound on a specific combination of BlN’s than the
limit ~4!. The processes for which this ratio is larger than one
are m→eg , m→eee , mTi→eTi, t→er0, t→ep1p2, and
Z→et . For the last three processes the ratio is very close to
one. As their amplitudes are dominated by mN
2 part of the
amplitude, the new limits on BlN combinatons contain mN
2
mass dependence, too, and therefore are uninteresting. For
the first three processes the ratio is much larger than one, and
they do give new limits on specific combinations of BlN’s as
shown in Ref. @12#. Since that paper was published, the lim-
its on B(m→eg) and R(m Ti→e Ti) improved by factors
1.3 ~4.1 @86#! and 7, respectively. The improvement of
B(m→eg) gives a new limit on nondiagonal m-e mixing,
(
i51
nG
BmNiBeNi* <2.15310
24 ~1.1931024!. ~78!
To obtain the limit on the nondiagonal t-e and t-m mixings,
the present experimental sensitivities of t→l decays should
improve by two orders of magnitude. It is interesting that the
mTi→eTi conversion also gives very good mass-
independent limit on the sum ( i51
nG BmNiBeNi* . Namely, mTi
→e Ti amplitude contains the mass-independent part coming
from the photon exchange. If the terms in the m Ti→e Ti
amplitude do not cancel completely, one can make an esti--17
A. ILAKOVAC PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 036010TABLE III. ~a! The comparison of experimental and theoretical upper bounds on LFV BR’s. Experimen-
tal upper bounds for unmarked processes are taken from Ref. @36#, while those denoted by # are from Ref.
@37#. The newest value BUB(m2→e2g)51.2310211 is given in Ref. @86#. ~b! Theoretical upper bounds for
some interesting BR’s, for which experimental upper bounds have not been found.
~a!
Process Bexp
UB B th
UB
#m2→e2g 3.8310211 8.0831029xme2
t2→e2g 2.731026 3.3831028xte2
t2→m2g 3.031026 6.6831029xtm2
m2→e2e1e2 1.0310212 6.4131027yme2
t2→e2e1e2 2.931026 2.6931026y te2
t2→m2m1m2 1.931026 4.4831027y tm2
t2→e2m1m2 1.831026 1.4431026y te2
t2→m2e1e2 1.731026 3.7131027y tm2
t2→e1m2m2 1.531026 1.3231029y tmme2
t2→m1e2e2 1.531026 6.6731029y teem2
t2→e2p0 3.731026 2.7731026y te2
t2→m2p0 4.031026 5.4031027y tm2
t2→e2h 8.231026 4.0131027y te2
t2→m2h 9.631026 7.8131028y tm2
t2→e2r0 2.031026 2.7031026y te2
t2→m2r0 6.331026 5.2731027y tm2
t2→e2f 6.931026 2.3031026y te2
t2→m2f 7.031026 4.4631027y tm2
t2→e2p1p2 2.231026 2.6731026y te2
t2→m2p1p2 8.231026 5.1931027y tm2
t2→e2K1K2 6.031026 1.0731026y te2
t2→m2K1K2 1531026 2.0731027y tm2
p0→e2m1 1.7231028 5.54310215yme2
h→e2m1 631026 1.61310216yme2
Z→e7m6 1.731026 3.4331027yme2
#Z→e7t6 7.331026 8.0831026y te2
#Z→m7t6 1031026 1.5931026y tm2
#m2Ti→e2Ti 6.1310213 1.0131025yme2
t2→e2K0 1.331023 9.82310216xte2
t2→m2K0 1.031023 1.93310216xtm2
t2→e2K*0 5.131026 2.40310215xte2
t2→m2K*0 7.531026 4.68310216xtm2
t2→e2K¯ *0 7.431026 2.40310215xte2
t2→m2K¯ *0 7.531026 4.68310216xtm2
t2→e2p1K2 6.431026 3.29310215xte2
t2→m2p1K2 6.531026 6.37310216xtm2
t2→e2p2K1 3.831026 3.29310215xte2
t2→m2p2K1 7.431026 6.37310216xtm2
#KL→e7m6 2310211 3.16310214xme2
#KL→p0e7m6 3.231029 0
#K1→p1e7m6 4.0310211 9.72310216xme2
B¯ 0→e7m6 5.931025 3.07310215xme2
B¯ 0→e7t6 5.331024 1.61310211xte2
B¯ 0→m7t6 8.331024 3.18310212xtm2
B¯ s
0→e7m6 4.131023 6.11310214xme2
B¯ 2→p2e7m6 6.431023 8.16310212xme2
B¯ 2→K2e7m6 6.431023 1.02310210xme2
B¯ 0→K¯ 0e7m6 1.831025 9.57310211xme2036010-18
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~a!
Process Bexp
UB B th
UB
t2→e2p0p0 6.531026 4.02310218y te2
t2→m2p0p0 1431026 7.91310219y tm2
t2→e2hh 3531026 3.16310217y te2
t2→m2hh 6031026 5.94310218y tm2
t2→e2p0h 2231026 0
t2→m2p0h 2431026 0
~b!
Process B th
UB Process BthUB
t2→e2K0K¯ 0 6.62531027zte2 B2→K*2e7m6 1.19310210zme2
t2→m2K0K¯ 0 1.28231027ztm2 B2→K*2e7t6 1.9631029zte2
Bs
0→e7t6 3.34310210zte2 B2→K*2m7t6 3.85310210ztm2
Bs
0→m7t6 6.62310211ztm2 B¯ 0→K*0e7m6 1.12310210zme2
B2→p2e7t6 1.14310210zte2 B¯ 0→K*0e7t6 1.8231029zte2
B2→p2m7t6 2.24310211ztm2 B¯ 0→K*0m7t6 3.60310210ztm2
B2→K2e7t6 1.3431029zte2 B¯ s0fe7m6 1.01310210zme
2
B2→K2m7t6 2.63310210ztm2 B¯ s0fe7t6 1.5631029zte
2
B¯ 0→K¯ 0e7t6 1.2631029zte2 B¯ s0fm7t6 3.06310210ztm
2
B¯ 0→K¯ 0m7t6 2.48310210ztm2 S1→pe7m6 4.09310218zme2
B¯ s
0→he7m6 4.24310211zme2 L→ne7m6 2.74310218zme2
B¯ s
0→he7t6 5.64310210zte2 J0→Le7m6 3.18310218zme2
B¯ s
0→hm7t6 1.11310210ztm2 J0→S0e7m6 1.29310220zme2
B¯ s
0→h8e7m6 1.13310210zme2 J2→S2e7m6 2.02310220zme2
B¯ s
0→h8e7t6 1.3531029zte2 S0→ne7m6 1.99310227zme2
B¯ s
0→h8m7t6 2.64310210ztm2mate of the sum by attributing the whole amplitude to the
photon-exchange part of the amplitude. That way one can
only make a worse estimate of the sum. The limit one ob-
tains that way is
(
i51
nG
BmNiBeNi* <3.93310
24
. ~79!
For all processes whose amplitudes comprise only the box
amplitude, the theoretical upper bounds are several orders of
magnitude smaller than the experimental upper bounds. For
the KL→e7m6 decay the ratio of theoretical and experimen-
tal upper bound is largest, 1.5831023xme2 . As the present
experimental limit is 2310211 @37#, its significant improve-
ment cannot be expected. Although the experimental upper
bounds for semileptonic LFV B-meson processes are weak,
the corresponding theoretical upper bounds are of the order
;1029. Therefore, B-meson decays are interesting for find-
ing LFV decays in the near future.
The recent Super-Kamiokande experiment shows there is
a large mixing between nm and some other light neutrino,
very probably nt . If the additional heavy neutrinos exist, this
ight suggest a large ‘‘angle’’ parameter xtm
0
. Therefore, the036010Super-Kamiokande result might be a sign to search for LFV
among processes with tauon and muon in the final ~and ini-
tial! state.
To estimate how large an error one can make using the
upper-bound procedure from Sec. III D, the BR’s for the pro-
cesses m Ti→e Ti, Z→m7t6, KL→e7m6, and B2
→K*2m7t6 are evaluated using both the upper-bound pro-
cedure and the ‘‘realistic’’ BlN’s ~16!. These processes are
chosen because they have the maximal BR within the group
of processes with the same dominant composite-loop func-
tion. The first two of these processes contain FZ
ll8 function
and the last two contain Fbox
ll8dadb function only. The BR’s are
evaluated for degenerate heavy-neutrino masses and two sets
of sL
n l and xll8
0 parameters for which the maximal theoretical
value for B(m Ti→e Ti) is equal to the present experimental
upper bound. The first set is obtained from the ‘‘maximal
set’’ @sL
n l
’s from Eq. ~4! and all xll851] by replacing the
maximal value for (sL
ne)2 with the value (sL
ne)254.29
31021057.1310233(2.45931024)2. The second set is
obtained from the ‘‘maximal set’’ by putting xme5xte
52.45931024. The first set is used both within the upper-
bound procedure and with the ‘‘realistic’’ BlN matrix ele-
ments introduced in Eq. ~16!. The second can be applied-19
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dure with the ‘‘realistic’’ BlN matrix elements has fixed xll8
values. In all calculations xmt is kept to be equal to one in
accord with the Super-Kamiokande results. The BR’s are
presented in Fig. 1. as functions of the common heavy-
neutrino mass. The figures illustrate the following properties
of the BR’s. First, for all mN values, the upper-bound proce-
dure gives larger value than the ‘‘realistic’’ BlN’s. Second,
while the BR’s evaluated in the upper-bound procedure in-
crease in the whole region of mN values permitted by PUB,
the BR’s evaluated with the ‘‘realistic’’ BlN’s may have a
maximum below the mN
PUB
. The maximum is a consequence
of the mass dependence of the ‘‘realistic’’ BlN’s. All BR’s of
processes with the box-amplitude only have the maximum,
but it can appear in the BR’s having the Z amplitude, too.
Third, by a reduction of xll8’s one obtains results which are
numerically equivalent to the results obtained by a reduction
of sL
n l parameters. Fourth, a strong cancellation of the ampli-
FIG. 1. The BR’s and the upper bounds of the BR’s for four
leading processes of the groups of processes given in Eqs. ~64!,
~65!, ~66!, and ~71!. Each of these four processes is shown in one of
four panels. The BR’s are evaluated for degenerate heavy-neutrino
masses, mN . The model parameters are adjusted so that the maxi-
mal BR values are smaller than the present experimental upper
bounds. It is assumed that the ‘‘angle’’ parameter xmt’1, in accord
with the Super-Kamiokande measurements. The full line represents
the upper-bound calculation keeping the parameters xll8 equal to
one, and adjusting the sLn l parameters: (sLne)254.29310210, (sLnm)2
51.431023, and (sL
nt)253.331022. The heavy, long-dashed line
represents the upper-bound calculation keeping the sL
n l equal to the
present experimental upper-bound values ~4!, and adjusting the xll8
parameters: xme5xte52.45931024, xtm51. The dotted line repre-
sents the calculation with the ‘‘realistic’’ BlN matrix elements, and
with the same parameters as for the full-line calculation.036010tude terms may appear in the BR’s evaluated with the ‘‘re-
alistic’’ BlN’s, as in the case of m Ti→e Ti. Fifth, the error
one can make in the evaluation of the maximum of BR’s
using the upper-bound procedure is &10 for processes with
the box amplitude only, and &100 for processes with Z am-
plitudes. The flat behavior of Z→l7l86 at mN;100 GeV
(;mZ) is a consequence of treshold effects.
As shown in Sec. III C, all heavy-neutrino masses, except
one, can assume any value between zero and infinity. BR’s
should not assume values larger than one in the whole pa-
rameter space permitted by the model. The illustration of
convergence and of good behavior of branching ratios evalu-
ated using the upper-bound procedure and ‘‘realistic’’ BlN’s
is given in Fig. 2. BR’s are evaluated keeping two masses
equal, while the third one is assumeed to take very large
variable values. In Fig. 2 the BR’s for the same processes as
in Fig. 1 are given, but here as a function of ratio of the large
mass (mN2) and mass which is kept constant (mN15mN3).
Graphs in Fig. 2 show that the very heavy neutrinos de-
couple, and therefore, that the nondecoupling of heavy neu-
FIG. 2. The BR’s and upper bounds for BR’s for the same
processes as in Fig. 1, but now evaluated as a function of the ratio
of two heavy-neutrino masses mN2 /mN1. For all curves the first and
third masses are taken to be degenerate, mN15mN354000 GeV,
while the second mass assumes values within the interval 1
<mN2 /mN1<10
5
. The types of lines represent the same sets of
parameters as in Fig. 1. In the first panel, representing the m→e
conversion on Ti, additional curve is added, to show that one can
always achieve theoretical values smaller than the present experi-
mental bounds. The calculation for that curve was made within the
upper-bound procedure, for xll851, (sL
ne)25(sL
nm)250.5310210,
and (sL
nt)250.033.-20
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cedure, the decoupling of the very heavy neutrino~s!
manifests as the equality of BR values for degenerate heavy
neutrinos and when some of masses tend to infinity, while
for ‘‘realistic’’ BlN’s BR’s reduce in magnitude. Figure 2
also illustrates that the upper-bound procedure is very crude
in the transient region where the upper bounds ~15! and up-
per bound ~14! are almost equally effective as the second
~15! bound. To show that, with the proper choice of the
parameters, experimental limits are always satisfied, in the
first panel of Fig. 2 the additional BR curve is added, evalu-
ated in the upper-bound procedure for parameters for which
the maximal BR value is smaller than the present experimen-
tal upper bound for R(m Ti→e Ti). Only the top of the curve
is seen in the figure. The curves obtained using the ‘‘realis-
tic’’ BlN’s are much smoother than the curves obtained from
the upper-bound procedure. Therefore, for nondegenerate
heavy neutrinos good knowledge of the BlN matrix elements
is necessary to obtain reasonable estimate of the BR values.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
All low-energy neutrinoless LFV processes are studied in
an extension of SM by heavy SU(2)L3U(1) singlet Dirac
neutrinos. The structure of amplitudes and relations between
BR’s are carefully analyzed. It is shown that, in principle, the
neutrinoless LFV decays cannot give new limits on the ‘‘di-
agonal’’ mixings sL
n l
. The approximate expressions for all
BR’s are listed, keeping only the dominant terms of the cor-
responding amplitudes in the large heavy-neutrino mass
limit. The approximate BR’s are compared within the groups
of processes with the same dominant composite-loop func-
tion, and within each group the experimentally most interest-
ing process are found: mTi→eTi, Z→t7l6, KL→e7m6,
B2→K*2m7e6, t→ep1K2, and B2→K*2t7e6. The
upper bounds of exact BR’s are evaluated using the im-
proved version of the upper-bound procedure found in the
previous publication @10#. The results are compared with the
present experimental upper bounds. For maximal values of
model parameters, only six processes have the theoretical
upper bounds larger than the experimental ones: m→eg , m
→eee , m Ti→e Ti, t→er0, t→ep1p2, and Z→et . For
these processes, new limits on combinations of BlN matrices
are obtained. The first three have been studied before @12#
and they give a new limit on the nondiagonal m-e mixing.
The limit is updated here. For the last three, the ratio of the
theoretical and experimental upper bounds are very close to
one and the limit obtained is mass dependent. Therefore, it is
not useful. A two-orders-of-magitude improvement of ex-
perimental sensitivities is needed to obtain mass-independent
limits on the nondiagonal t-e and t-m mixings from t
→lg decays. Concerning the processes with the box ampli-
tude only, the KL→e7m6 decay has the best ratio of theo-
retical to experimental upper bound. Nevertheless, neutrino-
less LFV B-meson decays have BR’s of the order ;1029,
which makes them interesting for finding LFV in future ex-
periments. If the structure of the massless part of the B ma-
trix is as suggested by the Super-Kamiokande experiment,
one may expect that in the future the processes containing t036010and m leptons in the final ~and initial! state will be most
interesting for finding LFV. In addition to BR’s for the low-
energy neutrinoless LFV decays, the constant characteristic
for the muonium–antimuonium conversion GM M¯ is evalu-
ated. The result obtained is too small to be interesting experi-
mentally.
All the above results depend only on the gauge structure
of the model used and masses of heavy neutrinos. The results
do not change if the massless neutrinos are replaced with the
light neutrinos satisfying the present experimental limits. A
comment on extraction of heavy-neutrino mixings from as-
trophysical observations is given. Following the V-model as-
sumption of massless ‘‘light’’ neutrinos, an analysis of oscil-
lations of three massless neutrinos in the supernovae is done.
The analysis gives the limits on mixings in the massless-
neutrino sector that are in a slight contradiction with the
Super-Kamiokande results.
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APPENDIX A
The form factors aP and bP and aV , bV , cV , and dV
follow directly from matrix elements of corresponding had-
ronic currents ~26!. They read
aP52
f H
f P 22g
f H8*
f P
p2q
mH8*
2
~m1mH8*
3
!1/2
q22mH8*
2 ,
bP52g
f H8*
f P S 11 p2qmH8*2 D
~m1mH8*
3
!1/2
q22mH8*
2 ~A1!
and
aV523/2lgV f H8
~mH8*
3
mH
21!1/2
q22mH8*
2 ,
bV5221/2bgV f H8
~mH8*
3
mH
21!1/2
q22mH8*
2 ,-21
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dV521/2a2
~mH8 *!
1/2
m1
2 . ~A2!
The phase functions ZPi , i51,2,3, and ZVi , i51, . . . ,8 in
the square bracket expressions in Eq. ~27! read
ZP15E
s13
min
s13
max
ds13@2p1p3p1p42m12p3p4# ,036010ZP25E
s13
min
s13
max
ds13@2~p1p3p2p41p1p4p2p3
2p1p2p3p4!# ,
ZP35E
s13
min
s13
max
ds13@2p2p3p2p42m22p3p4# ,
~A3!
for H→Pll8 decays andZV15E
s13
min
s13
max
ds13@p1p3p1p2p2p41p2p3p1p4p1p22m12p2p3p2p42m22p1p3p1p4# ,
ZV25E
s13
min
s13
max
ds13F2q2p3qp4q1 12 q2p3p41 1m22 ~p2q !2S p3qp4q2 12 q2p3p4D G ,
ZV35E
s13
min
s13
max
ds13F p3p41 1
m2
2 S p2p3p2p42 12 m22p3p4D G ,
ZV45E
s13
min
s13
max
ds13F2q2p1p3p1p41 12 m12q2p3p41 1m22 ~p2q !2S p1p3p1p42 12 m12p3p4D G ,
ZV55E
s13
min
s13
max
ds13@2p1p3p2p422p1p4p2p3# ,
ZV65E
s13
min
s13
max
ds13F22p3qp4q1q2p3p41 1
m2
2 p2q~p2p3p4q1p2p4p3q2p3p4p2q !G ,
ZV75E
s13
min
s13
max
ds13F2q2p3qp1p42q2p4qp1p31q2p1qp3p4
1
1
m2
2 ~p2q !2~p3qp1p41p4qp1p32p1qp3p4!G ,
ZV85E
s13
min
s13
max
ds13F2p3qp1p42p4qp1p31p1qp3p41 1
m2
2 p2q~p2p3p1p41p2p4p1p32p1p2p3p4!G ,
~A4!
for H→Vll8 decays. The p1 , p2 , p3, and p4 are four-momenta of a heavy meson (H), a light meson (P of V), a lepton ~l!
and antilepton (l8), respectively. The corresponding masses are m1 , m2 , m3, and m4. The phase functions contain integration
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